TIDE NOTE FOR HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET

October 24, 1967

Nautical Chart Division: R.H. Carstens

Plane of reference approved in
13 volumes of sounding records for

HYDROGRAPHIC SHEET Wire Drag F.E. No. 1 1966

Locality: Texas and Louisiana coast

Chief of Party: D.R. Tibbit (1965)

Plane of reference is mean low water

Tide Station Used (Form C&GS-681):
Galveston (Pier 21), Texas

Height of Mean High Water above Plane of Reference is as follows:

- San Luis Pass 1.2 feet
- Galveston (Pleasure Pier) 2.1 ft
- Galveston (Pier 21) 1.4 ft
- Sabine Pass Jetty 2.5 ft

Remarks
Tide reducers for the following positions have been revised in red and verified.

Vol.  Position
1 B1 - B21; G1 - G26
2 L23 - L43; N1 - N19; P1 - P53; Q25 - Q50
4 Z1 - Z39

[Signature]
Chief, Tides and Currents Branch